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Abstract This article will introduce a robust vision system which was implemented on a mobile
manipulator. This robot has to find objects and deliver them to pre specified locations. In the first
stage, a method which is named color adjacency method was employed. However, this method needs
a large amount of memory and the process is very slow on computers with small memories. Therefore
since the previous methods, had used statistical method for object detection, the samples for the
connectionist were extracted by this method. The obtained neural network is very robust against light
changes and can detect objects very quickly. This neural network has the advantage of being
extremely simple to implement, and astonishingly quick in practice.
Keywords Vision, Neural Network, Mobile Robot, Error

ﭼﻜﻴﺪﻩ ﺍﻳﻦ ﻣﻘﺎﻟﻪ ﻳﮏ ﺳﻴﺴﺘﻢ ﺑﻴﻨﺎﻳﯽ ﻣﻘﺎﻭﻡ ﺭﺍ ﻣﻌﺮﻓﯽ ﻣﯽ ﮐﻨﺪ ﮐﻪ ﺭﻭﯼ ﻳﮏ ﺭﺑﺎﺕ ﻣﺘﺤﺮﮎ ﺑﺎﺯﻭﺩﺍﺭ ﻧﺼﺐ ﺷﺪﻩ
 ﺑﺮﺍﯼ ﺑﻴﻨﺎﻳﯽ ﺭﺑﺎﺕ. ﺭﺑﺎﺕ ﻣﺎﻣﻮﺭﻳﺖ ﻳﺎﻓﺘﻦ ﺍﺷﻴﺎﺀ ﻭ ﺍﻧﺘﻘﺎﻝ ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﺑﻪ ﺟﺎﻳﮕﺎﻫﺎﯼ ﻣﺸﺨﺺ ﺷﺪﻩ ﺭﺍ ﺑﺮ ﻋﻬﺪﻩ ﺩﺍﺭﺩ.ﺍﺳﺖ
ﺍﺑﺘﺪﺍ ﺭﻭﺷﯽ ﺑﻪ ﻧﺎﻡ "ﻫﻤﺴﺎﻳﮕﯽ ﺭﻧﮓ ﻫﺎ" ﺑﻪ ﮐﺎﺭ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ ﺷﺪﻩ ﺍﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ ﻧﻴﺎﺯﻣﻨﺪ ﺣﺎﻓﻈﻪ ﮐﺎﻣﭙﻴﻮﺗﺮﯼ ﺑﺎ ﺣﺠﻢ ﺑﺎﻻﺗﺮﯼ
. ﺑﺎﻳﺪ ﺍﺯ ﺁﻧﻬﺎ ﻧﻤﻮﻧﻪ ﺑﺮﺩﺍﺭﯼ ﮐﺎﻣﻞ ﺍﻧﺠﺎﻡ ﮔﻴﺮﺩ،ﺍﺳﺖ ﻭ ﭼﻮﻥ ﺍﺯ ﺭﻭﺷﯽ ﺁﻣﺎﺭﯼ ﺑﺮﺍﯼ ﺷﻨﺎﺳﺎﻳﯽ ﺍﺷﻴﺎﺀ ﺍﺳﺘﻔﺎﺩﻩ ﻣﯽ ﮐﻨﺪ
ﺑﺮﺍﯼ ﻋﻤﻠﮑﺮﺩ ﻣﻘﺎﻭﻡ ﺭﻭﺷﯽ ﺑﻬﺘﺮ ﻣﺒﺘﻨﯽ ﺑﺮ ﺷﺒﮑﻪ ﻋﺼﺒﯽ ﻧﻴﺰ ﺑﻪ ﮐﺎﺭ ﮔﺮﻓﺘﻪ ﺷﺪﻩ ﺍﺳﺖ ﮐﻪ ﺩﺭ ﺑﺮﺍﺑﺮ ﺗﻐﻴﻴﺮﺍﺕ ﻧﻮﺭ ﺑﺴﻴﺎﺭ
 ﻫﻤﭽﻨﻴﻦ ﻗﺎﺑﻠﻴﺖ ﭘﻴﺎﺩﻩ ﺳﺎﺯﯼ ﺁﺳﺎﻥ ﻭ ﺳﺮﻋﺖ ﻋﻤﻠﮑﺮﺩ.ﻣﻘﺎﻭﻡ ﺑﻮﺩﻩ ﻭ ﻧﻴﺰ ﻣﯽ ﺗﻮﺍﻧﺪ ﺍﺷﻴﺎﺀ ﺭﺍ ﺳﺮﻳﻌﺎ ﺷﻨﺎﺳﺎﻳﯽ ﻧﻤﺎﻳﺪ
.ﺑﺎﻻ ﺍﺯ ﻣﺰﺍﻳﺎﯼ ﺭﻭﺵ ﭘﻴﺸﻨﻬﺎﺩﯼ ﺍﺳﺖ
1. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, many scientists and students have
their robots compete in robotic competitions in
variety of ways. Micromouse maze contest, robocup
robot soccer, and AAAI robot competition are the
most famous contests that are held each year [1].
The sweeper mobile robot was designed to detect,
pick and deliver three different objects to
predetermined places as shown in Figure 1 [2]. To
function effectively, the mobile robot must first be
capable of purposefully move in its environment.
Hence, a MC-310 USB webcam provides robot with
the surrounding information. Once the image is
acquired and processed, the robot starts picking the
objects and taking them into predefined locations.
Recently, there has been a tremendous amount
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of development in color recognition. Color
recognition can be fulfilled in a variety of methods
such as Color Profile [4], Spatial-Color Joint
Probability [3], Similarity of Color Histograms [6]
and Histogram Threshold [5], and state-of-the-art
technologies based on Neural Networks [7,8].
In this paper, first the design and manufacturing
of sweeper is presented, then we take a glance at
previous methods and algorithms presented for
processing and analysis of images. Afterward, a
method based on color adjacency will be
introduced. This method is fast when we have
enough memory. To remedy this problem,
suggesting a second method which is based on
neural network and has the advantage of being
extremely easy to implement on a robot in order to
have the highest performance.
Vol. 21, No. 3, September 2008 - 279

As mentioned, the sweeper is intelligent
programming robot. Five electronic boards are
used in this robot as an internal control unit, these
are containing: Micro Controller Board,
Communication Board, DC Motor Driver, Step
Motor Driver and Infra Red Sensor Board.
By tracking a trajectory specified by line, the
robot can find a predetermined path and get to the
correct location and position to take a photo from
area and start detecting objects as the next mission.

3. PREVIOUS WORKS
Figure 1. The sweeper mobile robot.

3.1. Detecting Objects Using Color
Histograms A color Histogram is constructed
2. DESIGN AND MANUFACTURING
The differentially driven motors, sensor and vision
system and also using two manipulator make
sweeper the most powerful intelligent mobile robot
in doing the expected tasks, with high mobility,
following the line, fast detecting different objects,
picking two objects simultaneously and placing
them in specialized area as was necessary in
robocontest.
Mechanical design is done in the
SOLIDWORKS package and we used AVR Micro
Controller for processing the data given from
sensors and controlling the motors of the wheels
and manipulators and following trajectory.
The aim was to design a mobile manipulator
with the capacity of pick and place. So the gripper
with 5 fingers is designed for grabbing objects.
The grippers enhance robot to carry 2 objects
simultaneously and to pick the objects up from
various heights in its work space easily.
To consume less energy and becoming light, the
chassis and manipulators are made of aluminum,
two step motors are used to drive the mobile robot,
so the robot could move differentially and to
increase the torque, a gearbox with a ratio of 4:1
was designed for this unit. A One DC motor drives
gripper.
The manipulator of robot is designed in such a
way which keeps the gripper horizontally in all
position. It helps the robot to carry or to take the
objects with higher accuracy.
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by first choosing a discrete partition of color space.
Each color axis is divided into a number of regular
intervals, and then the 3D intersections of these
intervals are referred to as color bins. Given an
image M, the color histogram HM is an array (m1,
m2,…,mn), where mj is the number of pixels that
fall into the jth color bin. Different methods
presented that use color histograms to detect
objects, such as color histogram back-projection
[9]. This is a method by which a known target
object can be located in an image. Given an image
of the scene, I, with histogram HI and an image of
the target object, T, with histogram HT a ratio
histogram, R, is constructed.
⎛ H (i ) ⎞
R (i) = min⎜ T ,1⎟
⎜ H (i ) ⎟
⎠
⎝ I

(1)

The ratio histogram values are back-projected onto
the image by the value of the color bin into which
that pixel falls. The image is smoothed, the peak
found, and thereby the target object located [4].
In this type of object
detection system, the system learns by example
how characteristic of each discrete color is a class
of objects using two sets of training images, one
set is of images known to contain at least one
target object, while the other set is of images
known to be free of the target objects. Using the
training images a lookup table is constructed, in
which each discrete color is assigned a value which

3.2. Color Profiles
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approximates the probability that pixels with this
discrete color are part of a target object. This table
is called the Color Profile. To detect the presence
of target objects in a new image the color profile
values are back projected onto the image and the
image is threshold. A suitable threshold is
calculated automatically and the system can
recognize if the target objects are not able to be
distinguished by the Color Profile method [4].

3.3. Lookup-Table Based Methods (LUTs)
This method uses lookup tables indexed by color
vector (usually with red, green and blue
components), and each cell contains information
whether the indexed color belongs to the object or
to the background. The segmentation step is
preformed by successive inquires of pixel colors
indexing the table cells. Our method is similar to
this method. Color lookup-tables play a particular
role in the domain of color object detection.
McNaughton [10] used lookup-tables for color
vision in robots used in RoboCup Contest.

3.4. Neural Network Approaches Stoksik, et
al designed a color recognition system which was
based on artificial neural network, whose
generalization capabilities enabled the system to
overcome limitations of traditional algorithm or
microprocessor based systems [7]. They described
a new design using a combination of an artificial
neural network to replace the database and an
expert system to interpret the color. Their back
propagation neural network had three input
neurons plus 35 hidden layer neurons and 10
output neurons. The three input neurons are for the
three input signals (R, G and B) from a probe. The
ten output neurons were each designated red,
green, blue, brown, grey, purple, yellow, orange,
white and black. More than one output neuron
could be activated at any time, so colors such as
light greenish-blue would be represented by
outputs on the white, green and blue output
neurons. They obtained some erroneous results for
some lighter and darker shades of the
representative colors. To alleviate this problem,
they decided to train lighter and darker shades of
the representative colors by partially activating the
white or black output unit in the training set.
Pomerleau chose a multi-layer perceptron
Autonomous Land Vehicle in a Neural Network
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(ALVINN) with a single hidden layer for mobile
robot guidance [12]. The input layer of his network
consists of a 30 × 32 unit “retina” which receives
images from a sensor. Each 960 units in the input
retina is fully connected to the hidden layer of 4
units, which in turn is fully connected to 30-unitouput layer. ALVINN learns to guide mobile
robots using the back propagation training
algorithm. He presented real time training “on-thefly” techniques to train his network. He applied his
network on a CMU Navlab which is a modified
Chevy van equipped with forward and backward
facing color cameras and scanning laser range
finder for sensing the environment.

4. COLOR ADJACENCY METHOD
In this method, we define color classes as all colors
used in one object with a few different lighting
conditions [13]. Color classes values are defined
during training process; then we check each pixel
of object to determine that this pixel belongs to
which of these color classes, by checking color
class values and adjacent color values of all colors
of a color class. We use a color look-up table
(LUT) to store all color classes information. This
lookup-table is a 4 dimension array, Color Array
structure is [R,G,B,Referred Object], the set of
color values a pixel may take on, is RGB =
[0..255]3, the set of ordered triplets of integers
between 0 and 255 inclusive. The size of |RGB| =
2553 = 16777216 and the number of our objects is
3, we assumed background as one object,
consequently size of this array is 2553 × 3, we used
this big array in order to improve random access
speed. Only few cells of this array are used,
because there are few color members in our color
classes, but random access to these few colors in
this type of data structure is very fast. Each color
array’s cell contains number of times that one color
is happened in referred object.
In training process we manually select a patch of
an image that is inside of our desired object. Then
for each color of this image patch we increment the
value of this color-object cell in color array. This
only takes few minutes to train the system for each
environment with different lighting condition.
Taking image patches of our object is done by
Vol. 21, No. 3, September 2008 - 281

simply selecting square patches out of image by
mouse, shape of image patch is not important
because we don’t need exactly all colors that
happened in one object; so only one square out of a
circular shape object like a ball is enough. Image
pixel value distribution in color array for one of our
objects is like sample shown in Figure 2.
Each dot in Figure 2 is a color array cell with
value other than 0. It means that this color is
happened in our background one or more times. In
Figure 3, it's shown for Object 1 that in this case
was a tennis ball. After applying this routine on

few different images, we gathered all training
information we need. So the system was trained.
To detect objects, we examine the color of each
pixel of our sample image that we want to detect
objects on it by referring to its equivalent color
array cell for each object, and then we check which
of these 3 cells have greater value inside [13]. For
better understanding assume that we want to detect
that color A with [R,G,B] attribute belongs to
which of our three objects (obj1, obj2 and obj3). C
is our color array, and F(R,G,B) that detect object
is defined as:
F(R, G, B) =
⎧
⎪
if (C[R, G, B,1] > C[R, G, B,2]) and
⎪ obj1
⎪
(C[R, G, B,1] > C[R, G, B,3])
⎪
⎪
if (C[R, G, B,2] > C[R, G, B,1]) and
⎪
⎪⎪ obj2
(C[R, G, B,2] > C[R, G, B,3])
⎨
⎪
⎪
if (C[R, G, B,3] > C[R, G, B,1]) and
⎪ obj3
(C[R, G, B,3] > C[R, G, B,2])
⎪
⎪
⎪
if C[R, G, B,1] + C[R, G, B,2]
⎪ No Obj
+ C[R, G, B,3] = 0
⎩⎪

Figure 2. Background pixel value distribution in RGB space.

We evaluate each pixel by function F(R,G,B), if it
returned NoObj, it means this color belongs to
none of our three objects, then we check its
adjacent colors in this function.
We define 3 types of adjacent colors for color
(r,g,b) in RGB Color Space Coordinate system as
below:
In RGB coordinate
system each color is a point like (r,g,b), Linear
adjacent (LACs) of one point are:

4.1. Linear Adjacent

For i = r – Lr to r + Lr
(i,g,b)
Union
For i = g - Lr to g + Lr
Figure 3. Object 1 pixel value distribution in RGB space.
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(r,i,b)
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Union
For i = b – Lr to b + Lr
(r,g,i)
In which Lr defines linear adjacency range.
This adjacent is 3 lines in RGB coordinate
parallel to R, G and B Axis. That point (r,g,b) is in
the middle of each of these lines. It will gives us
3*(2*Lr+1) color, that only one of the components
of these colors is different with our primary color.

4.2. Cubic Adjacent

Cubic adjacent colors

(CACs) of (r,g,b) are:
For i = R-Cr tp R + Cr
For j = G-Cr to G + Cr
For k = B-Cr to B + Cr

color in HSI color space, so by checking LACs we
can find objects with the same color as our sample
training images but with different brightness.
LACs and CACs are different in hue or saturation
property of color. The cubic adjacent set contain
linear adjacent set, but we evaluate linear adjacent
colors before cubic adjacent colors, so if the object
is detected, we will not check cubic adjacent, this
way will improve speed in some cases that color
properties of objects or light have a little difference
with training samples. If all sets of adjacent colors
return NoObj, so this color doesn’t belongs to any
object.
We do this evaluation for color of each pixel of
captured image, and store results of evaluation in
an integer array with the same dimension as the
captured image. We store 0 for NoObj, 1 for obj1,
2 for obj2, and 3 for obj3. To remove noises from
result array, a median filter was applied. Now we
know that pixel with (x,y) coordinate in captured
image belongs to which object.

(i,j,k)
Cr defines cubic color adjacency range, which is a
cube in color space with our primary point in the
center of the cube.

4.3. Luminance Adjacent Color

Luminance

adjacent colors (IACs) are:
For i = Lrlow to Lrhigh
(r + I, g + I, b + i)
Which lrlow and lrhigh are lower band and upper
band of luminance adjacent range.
If we checked color of one pixel by function
F(R,G,B) and it retuned NoObj, then we check its
luminance adjacent by F(R,G,B) if any of these
adjacent return a value other than NoObj, we
assume that our sample point (r,g,b) is the object
returned by function F applied to one of its
adjacent, if all of luminance adjacent returned
NoObj in evaluating with function F, then we
check linear adjacent colors, if no object detected
from these colors then we evaluate cubic adjacent
colors.
LACs are colors that are different with our
primary color (r,g,b) in illumination property of
IJE Transactions A: Basics

5. DETECTING POSITION OF OBJECTS
For finding position of objects we scan result array
bottom-up line by line, if we found a pixel that
belongs to an object, we use classic region growing
algorithm to find all other pixels of this object and
then we calculate number of pixels of this object
and (x,y) of center of this object. Form (x,y) of
center of object we can find angle and distance of
object to camera, we used simple mapping table to
map pixel distances to cm distances.

6. COLOR ADJACENCY SEARCH
RESULTS
We developed training and testing application in
C#, so we could easily select a patch on a picture
and train it as one of our objects. We trained
about 192401 colors from 1533403 pixels. These
pixels are taken out of 12 images with 640x480
dimensions. It takes about 10 minute to train the
system. Statistical information about training data
for 2 objects and the background is shown in
Table 1.
Vol. 21, No. 3, September 2008 - 283

In Table 1, Trained Colors shows number of colors
of RGB color space that is evaluated as Object(x)
after color adjacency object detection; Trained
Pixels are the total number of pixels in image
patches that are indicated as Object(x); Correct
Trained Pixels shows number of pixels that is
trained and evaluated as the same object, it means
that color of these pixels happened in Object(x)
more than in other objects; Incorrectly Trained
Pixels is number of pixels that their color is
evaluated for Object(x), but they happened in other
objects.
We used a Computer with AMD Athlon XP
2000 + Processor and 512 Mb Ram, MC 310 USB
Webcam as capturing device, for our tests. In
Table 2 time used for each process is shown:
Images from capturing to detecting objects are
shown in Figure 4.
In Table 3 information of detected objects of
Image in Figure 5 is shown.
The mobile robot use angle and distance to pick
objects. Color Adjacency parameters for these tests
shown in Table 4. Values of these parameters are
found by experience, since it depends on the color
of objects and the illumination of environment.
Figure 6 through Figure 10 show another
example of object detection. These figures are

gained by using different adjacent type searches.
Statistical Information of detected objects of
sample image shown in Figure 6 is shown in Table
5 for detecting objects using different adjacent.

7. PREPARING TRAINING DATA
Since a robust, fast, and accurate vision system is
needed to be installed on the sweeper mobile robot,
a set of training data was created which contained
R,G,B related to each object and the number of
object. The data is needed for training of the neural
network which will be discussed in the following
sections. The objects are defined by a two digit
binary number in the training data set. Also, the
data are set in a random order which makes
training the network easier.

8. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE
In order to recognize objects, the following system
architecture was designed (Figure 11). At first the
camera was precisely calibrated and some filters

TABLE 1. Train Data Statistical Information.

Object

Trained Colors

Trained Pixels

Correctly Trained Pixels

Incorrectly Trained Pixels

1

32211

134031

130631

3400

2

17081

85396

82317

3079

B.G.

143109

1313976

1307698

6278

TABLE 2. Time Used for Each Process of Object Detection.

Process

Time Used

Capturing Image

820 ms

Brightness and Contrast Increase and Noise Reduction

1,490 ms

Color Adjacency Object Detection

1,171 ms

Median Filter

1,004 ms
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Figure 4. Training/testing application

TABLE 3. Detected Objects Information.

Object
Type

X of Cent. of
Object

Y of Cent.
of Object

Number of
Pixels of
Object

Angle with Camera
Vertical Center Line

Distance to
camera on X-Y
Plane

Ball

39

305

9573

-22

41

Ball

320

301

12575

0

39

Ball

600

294

9218

22

41

Ball

204

180

7389

-9

49

Ball

88

177

7429

-19

51

Ball

436

116

5670

8

64

Ball

321

113

5316

0

64

Ball

147

72

4302

-13

75

Ball

492

43

3722

12

83

Ball

322

20

2225

0

85
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Figure 5. Color adjacency object detection steps.

TABLE 4. Parameters of Color Adjacency Object Detection.

Linear Adjacent Range(Lr)

10

Luminance Adjacent Range Lower Band (Lrlow)

-20

Luminance Adjacent Range Upper Band (LrHigh)

20

Cubic Adjacent Range (Cr)

3

were applied to improve lighting conditions.
Afterward a still image was acquired and the object
detection neural network segmented the parts
according to their colors. On the basis of color, a
binary image for each object was obtained and
the noises were removed by median filter. By
exploiting statistical information on solidity and
convex area of each object, different objects were
detected and their centriod were extracted. Finally,

286 - Vol. 21, No. 3, September 2008

by a mapping neural network the objects coordinates
in the real world were extracted.

9. OBJECT DETECTION NEURAL
NETWORK
A truly autonomous robot must sense its environment
IJE Transactions A: Basics

Figure 6. Original image.

Figure 8. Detection result using linear adjacent search only.

Figure 7. Object detection result using lookup table without
using color adjacency search methods.

Figure 9. Detection result using luminance adjacent search
only.

and react appropriately. Previous mobile robot
perception systems have relied on hand-coded
algorithms for processing sensor information [14].
A neural network-based mobile robot perception
system is able to robustly handle a wider variety of
situations than hand-programmed systems because
of the ability of artificial neural networks to adapt
the new situations [15].
Since it is extremely challenging for a mobile
robot to be fast and precise and be adaptable to
different lighting conditions, it was considered that
neural network [16] be applied on the mobile
sweeper robot. Training of the neural network was
done in MATLAB and operations which give us

Figure 10. Detection result using cubic adjacent search only.
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TABLE 5. Statistical Information of Object Detection Results Using Different Color Adjacent Type Searches.

Adjacent type used

Number of Not
Detected Pixels

Number of Pixels
in Object1

Number of Pixels
in Object2

Number of Pixels in
Background

No Adjacent
method Used

59863

11201

22020

213116

Linear Adjacent

3536

25859

26172

251633

Illumination
Adjacent

12124

22643

27583

244850

Cubic Adjacent

3211

24151

27929

251909

Camera
Calibration

Camera

Intensity Adjustment

Object Recognition
Decision Making

Noise Removing
Filter

Object Detection
Network

Still Image

Binary Images

Segmented
Image

Statistical
Information
Object Centroids

Mapping Network

Object
Coordinates

Figure 11. System architecture.

the color of objects were done in Delphi. The color
features, shape features, and combination of color
and shape features can be used for classification
[17,18]. However, overlapped objects in 2D image,
lighting condition that cause deformations on
objects’ boundary view, similarity in shapes and
expensive computational cost [19], forced us to
employ a neural network on the basis of color
classification.
Time plays an important role in robocontests, so
it is essential to have a neural network which has the
minimum number of layers and neurons as it

288 - Vol. 21, No. 3, September 2008

dramatically affects the calculation time. Networks
such as perceptron and feed-forward back
propagation that are suitable for classification were
tested with outputs in the form of two binary digits
and four binary digits in order to detect four types of
objects presented in the match field [11]. The
networks were provided with different image
formats with different lighting conditions in order to
make the robot vision more stable. The best input
format for our network is rgbI. Several reasons
support this choice; we will find out that RGB in
much more sensitive to lighting condition than HIS.
IJE Transactions A: Basics

Besides, adding the intensity feature to RGB, will
give a more robust response to lighting conditions.
Also, in different lighting conditions RGB ratios
will remain constant but in HIS model only hue and
saturation remains constant and intensity differs [8].
However, RGBI is quite satisfactory too, and
can be further applied to images under various
lighting conditions. As a comparison, when we use
HIS information a problem may occur to identify
two colors with the same hue and different
intensities, such as light and dark green samples. In
order to compare RGB and rgbI processing, the
original (bright) sample images are classified by
these two procedures. Then the influence of
lighting is studied by processing a (dark) image.
Intensity is divided by two, but RGB ratios remain
the same in the (bright) image [20].
Since there were nearly 47000 samples (pixels)
to be trained to the network and we only had two
options for our output (two or four binary digits),
the optimum neural network is a feed forward back
propagation network that has four layers. As
properly trained back propagation networks tend to
give reasonable answers when presented with
inputs they have never seen [11], a feed forward
network has been employed. For pattern
recognition problems, if a comparison is made
between different kinds of function approximation
and pattern recognition problems in MATLAB
[11], we will find out that for color segmentation
which is a pattern recognition problem a four-layer
network will be suitable. The input layer has four
neurons and the output layer has two neurons. A
sigmoid (logsig) function was applied for output
layer in as much as our output is in binary form.
The transfer function for all layers of feed forward
network is logsig since it compresses input range
into a finite output range.
Finally, appropriate training function for pattern
recognition problem is trainrp (resilient back
propagation) or conjugate gradient algorithms such
as trainscg (scaled conjugate gradient) or traincgb.
The network architecture is shown in Figure 12.
Training of the network was done with the
following parameters (Figure 13).
Later on, the weight and bias matrices were
extracted from MATLAB and the results were
passed to Delphi. Figure 14 shows the output of the
neural network after converting the binary output
format to a color image.
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10. REGIONS SEGMENTATION AND
DECISION MAKING
Having determined pixels related to each object,
we have three binary images. What needed are
images that are segmented with regions according
to each object (Figure 15). To this end, sharp
noises should be removed; a pixel surrounded by
pixels with a different color is not related to the
desired object; consequently, these pixels can be
assumed as noise. To remove these noises from our
images, a median filter with 3 × 3 neighborhood
was used.
Having extracted regions related to each object,
Convex-Hall of each region is calculated. Those
regions that have solidity and convex area obtained
according to statistical information are accepted as
objects. Solidity is the ratio of area to convex-area.
Afterward, objects’ center of area is extracted. The
procedure is shown in Figure 16.

11. DETECTING POSITION OF OBJECTS
Through region growing procedure the centers of
convex-hulled regions is also calculated, which
these kinds of data for the detected objects will be
sent to mapping procedure to produce commands
for motion control module of the robot [21]. These
commands contains the distances of objects from
robot and also the angles that robot should turn to
reach each object. For example for the image
shown in Figure 14, which has the size of 640 ×
480, the centers of objects are such described in
Table 6.

12. NEURAL NETWORK FOR MAPPING
Having determined the objects centers in the
image, now we have to convert these coordinates
into distances and angles that the robot can put
them into action. To this end, another neural
network was employed. This network which is
used for function approximation gets x, y
coordinates and type of the object as input and will
hand in (r, θ) which is distance and angle as output
[22]. If we make a comparison between different
Vol. 21, No. 3, September 2008 - 289

Figure 12. The network architecture.

Figure 13. Network training parameters.

Figure 14. Input image/output image.

Figure 15. Input image/output binary images.
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Calculating Object solidity
Extracting Regions

Calculating Convex-Hull
Calculating Convex-Area

Fitness Function

Object Centroids

Figure 16. Procedure for detecting objects’ center of area.

TABLE 6. Center of Detected Balls and Boxes.

Detected Balls
X

180.8272

305.7861

301.9716

309.2569

468.0674

Y

99.9695

216.6263

79.5090

167.0538

303.4099

Detected Boxes
X

155.4228

385.9351

565.2396

Y

220.5851

86.8265

109.1754

problems that have been solved by MATLAB
neural network, we will find out that for function
approximation, we can use a network with three
layers [23]. Again we had to find optimum
network. Likewise, networks with biases, a
sigmoid layer, and a linear output layer are capable
of approximating any function with a finite number
of discontinuities. Eventually, a network with the
architecture is an appropriate network as shown in
Figure 17.
The result of above network for the picture of
Figure 14 is given in Table 7.

13. DESIGNED WORKSPACE
In order to put theory into practice an integrated
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GUI was designed in MATLAB workspace
(Figure 18). Capturing image, applying filters,
calculating convex-hall and solidity, and sending
data to robot are done in MATLAB; however,
color segmentation is done with a Delphi
program. This interface is modular and each
module works independently.

14. DISCUSSION
As described above, two points are noticeable. The
first thing we should consider is the algorithm we
used, to distinguish regions belonged to specified
class of object from other regions in image
matched with the color pattern belonged to that
class of object [24]. This problem may occure
Vol. 21, No. 3, September 2008 - 291

Figure 17. Mapping neural network.

TABLE 7. Position of Objects Relative to Camera.

Detected Balls
Distance from Camera

34.5

52

55

63.5

71

Angles from Camera

-1

-23

-20

-40

-13

Detected Boxes
Distance from Camera

53

68

63

Angles from Camera

-43

-9

15

Figure 18. GUI designed in MATLAB workspace.

when we have spotted noise caused by shading
effects; which results in some regions bigger than
could be removed by normal noise reduction filter.
To avoid these problems we consider the convex
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area of segmented regions to find those big enough
to construct our desired objects. Using convex area
has another advantage to improve the accuracy of
coordinates reported for detected objects. As it is
IJE Transactions A: Basics

obvious in simulation results, when lines on the
surface of tennis balls make some null points on the
surface of detected balls and deform the shape of the
regions detected as balls, making decision on
information from convex area could help us to omit
these situations. As expected, when we use area of
region instead of convex area the center of the
object will not sit on the center of the shape.
Another point laid on providing the train data
for network. The procedure starts with generating
an array containing rgbI information with another
3 integer expressing the number of times which
that specified color is reported as a member of our
three different types of objects. In our training data
the specified color will be reported as a member of
color class which happened more. In other words,
we selected colors used in each object as set of
rgbI and type of object. In some cases one color is
used in two different objects, in this case our
decision is based on number of occurrence of that
color on those objects. It means that if color c with
[r1, g1, b1, I1] is occurred in object1 for 100 times
and also it occurred in object2 for 150 times we
assume that this color belongs to object 2. Because
of these reasons, this method has advantages over
other methods, for being precise and being easy to
implement.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.
10.

15. CONCLUSION
The results of this method were compared with
other methods in order to find the optimum
algorithm that should be implemented on the robot
for the RoboContest. This method has a great
precision for different lighting conditions. In
addition, it is an extremely easy way to implement
a neural network in MATLAB. Since this method
uses a training data based on statistical method,
this method gives us robust answers. Also, neural
network which was applied here gave us a suitable
result in different lighting conditions because it
uses r, g, b, I as inputs.
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